
MK & TK SERIES
CABBAGE HARVESTERS 
HaRvEST of cabbagE foR THE
fRESH MaRKET aND foR THE INDuSTRy
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ASA-LIFT is a world leader in the production 
of machines for the harvesting of cabbage. 
Our product range convers a complete line of 
cabbage harvesters for fresh market cabbage 
and for cabbage for the industry. 

The experience of cabbage harvesting world-
wide is built into the new-designed pick-up 
sections and brings the grower trouble-free 
harvesting with low maintenance and operation 
costs.

The machines are built to fulfill the demands 
of growers worldwide and the small grower as 
well as the largest industries will find a machine 
suitable for their conditions. Furthermore, we 
are specialized in custom-built machines.

In order to get the best solution, please contact 
your local dealer or contact ASA-LIFT direct.
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MK & TK
CABBAGE 
HaRvESTERS 
WoRLDcLaSS
EXPERIENcE

The flexible rubber belt supports 
the cabbage on its way through 
the harvester and ensures correct 
cutting as well as gentle transport.

Torpedoes are mounted to guide 
the cabbage to the pick-up belts. 
Standard fixed version or hydraulically 
rotating torpedoes are available, 
depending on the given conditions.

The gliding guides in front of 
the cutting systems make it 
easy to achieve the desired 
cutting height. 
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The unique cutting system with 
double disc ensures efficient 
cutting of the stalk.
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Specially designed pick-up belts grasp the 
stalk and pull the cabbage to the cutting discs.
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The tension of the rubber belt is easily 
adjusted in order to adjust the machine
for different sizes of cabbage.
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The strong rubber belt is 
supported by rollers and 
efficiently it transports the 
cabbage through the machine. 
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A special hardened cutting disc brings trouble 
free harvesting. It cuts like a knife!05
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Hydraulically rotating torpedoes 
ensure a smooth and uniform 
intake of cabbage.
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CABBAGE HARVESTERS 
foR fRESH MaRKET 
cabbagE
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MK1000 / TK1000
For harvesters for fresh market cabbage ASA-LIFT offers a lift-mounted version (MK1000) 
or a trailed version (TK1000). The cabbages are either manually placed in boxes on the 
machine (B model) or transported to a trailer beside the machine (E Model).

A minimum row distance of 60 cm is needed for the harvesters. The machines are suitable 
for the harvesting of fresh market cabbage (from 1 kilo) and cabbage for the industry (up to 
8 kilos - depending on the varieties).

The daily capacity for the machine is up to 1.5 hectare (depending on the given conditions; 
B & E model, row distance, type of cabbage and yield per hectare, etc.)

The machines can be supplied with a wide range of equipment in order to optimize the 
machines for the given condition.  
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A hydraulically rotating cleaning 
roller can be mounted after the 
pick-up section for separation 
of loose leaves.  
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Cabbages are gently placed in 
boxes manually.
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CABBAGE HARVESTERS 
foR fRESH MaRKET 
cabbagE
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Hydraulically rotating torpedoes 
efficiently transport the cabbages 
to the cutting discs. 
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Sorting table for manual 
inspection of the cabbage before 
loading to trailer or bunker.
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EffiCiEnT HARVESTERS 
foR cabbagE 
foR THE INDuSTRy
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TK1000 E / TK150B
For harvesters of cabbage for the industry (white cabbage 
or red cabbage) ASA-LIFT offers a range of trailed 
harvesters. The TK1000 E is a trailed harvester with lift 
and the TK150 B is a trailed harvester with a 5 ton bunker. 

The machines are equipped with a cleaning system for the 
efficient separation of leaves followed by a sorting table 
for manual inspection of the cabbage before loading to 
elevator or bunker.

The TK150 B has a bunker capacity of 5 tons. The bunker, 
which is folded for transport, has a maximum discharge 
height of 3.5 metres.

The daily capacity for the machine is up to 1.5 hectares 
(depending on the given conditions; E & B models, row 
distance, type of cabbage and yield per hectare, etc.)

The machines can be supplied with a wide range of 
equipment in order to optimize the machines for the given 
condition.

The bunker rises to a 
maximum discharge 
height of 3.5 metres.
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Speed and spacing of the spiral 
cleaner are adjustable in order 
to achieve the desired output. 
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As a market leader in the niche of 
vegetable harvesting, worldwide 
representation is natural for ASA-LIFT. 
Through selected importers with 
specialist knowledge of their market, 
ASA-LIFT always offers professional 
guidance.

aSa-LIfT
WORLDWiDE

A considered balance between 
own production and drawing 
on the expertise of suppliers 
secures ASA-LIFT its  unique 
flexibility.
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All our production is handled 
on our premises in Sorø 
– Denmark.
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as an aSa-LIfT customer 
you are guaranteed the latest 
development in vegetable 
harvesting! 
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Since the beginning of mechanized vegetable harvesting, ASA-
LIFT has been focused on the possibilities and challenges world-
wide. Through regular meetings with vegetable growers from all 
over the world, combined with our strong focus on innovation 
we are able to provide an attractive, unique and broad product 
range of high quality. Taking basis in our work in the vegetable 
fields worldwide, we constantly adapt our machines to the given 
conditions and present demands.

as an aSa-LIfT CuSTOMER 
you are always guaranteed 

the latest development in 
vegetable harvesting!

aSa-LIfT is a leading 
international company 
developing, producing 
and distributing vegetable 
harvesters. for more 
than 75 years aSa-LIfT 
machines have been sold 
all over the world.
 

All machines are produced, 
assembled and tested in Sorø.
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ASA-LIFT offers a full back-up 
with service and spare part 
supply – 365 days a year – 
year after year.
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When you contact ASA-LIFT or our dealers 
you will meet a company with one goal    
– to fulfill your request! An open discussion 
of the project will outline possible solutions 
to your request. In the process of defining 
the project, ASA-LIFT draws on / offers 
great experience gathered from all over 
the world. Subjects as growing method, 
season, soil type as well as flexibility and 
capacity are natural elements to discuss 
in the process. 

When the project is thoroughly 
examined, ASA-LIFT will 
make a quotation for 
a solution to your 
request, and 

together we will adjust the project proposal 
in order for you to get the specific solution 
that suits you.

When the machine has been built and 
delivered, ASA-LIFT will carefully follow 
the project in order to ensure a successful 
start-up and implementation. From years 
of experience, we know that the machine 
is not delivered until it is running in the 
field, fulfilling the need of its owner. 

QuALiTY IS NoT 
SoMETHINg you SELL 
– IT IS aN aTTITuDE aND 
A WAY Of THinKinG
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OuR ViSiOn
ASA-LifT shall remain a competitive and 
international market leader of high quality 
products and services for tomorrow’s 
vegetable growers.

We aim at working together with the professional growers 
in order to develop the most efficient and cost effective 
solutions possible. With ASA-LIFT the harvesting of vegetables 
should be easier and more profitable. We want to supply 
high quality machines and professional after sales service.



CARROTS CM-1000 3-pOInT MOunTED MACHInES / T-SERiES TrAILED MACHInES / SP-SERiES SELF-prOpELLED MACHInES

OniOnS OT OnIOnS TOppErS / WR-SERiES OnIOn WInDrOWErS / SL OnIOn LOADErS

LEEKS PO-335 3-pOInT MOunTED MACHInES / T-100 PO TrAILED MACHInES / SP-100 PO SELF-prOpELLED MACHInES

POTATOES WR-SERiES pOTATO WInDrOWErS / KT-SERiES pOTATO HArvESTErS

CABBAGE MK-1000 3-pOInT MOunTED MACHInES / TK-SERiES TrAILED MACHInES 

VARiOuS CHiVES / BEAnS / CELERY / fEnnEL  

phone  +45 5786 0700
Fax +45 5786 0707

asa@asa-lift.com
www.asa-lift.com

ASA-LifT A/S
Metalvej 2 · DK-4180 Sorø
Denmark

aSa-LIfT PRoDucT PRogRaMME


